
Systems are 
disconnected and 

information is siloed

Reporting is 
complicated and 

provides insufficient 
information

Manual processes 
result in duplicate 
entry and errors

Accounting occurs 
in Excel, not your 
financial system

Lack of workflows 
and audit trails puts 
your business at risk

From day one, Microsoft Dynamics 365 makes ordering, selling,
invoicing and reporting easier and faster

Connect your 
business

Make better 
decisions

Start and 
grow easily

Connect your people and processes like never before

Go from quote to cash without leaving your inbox. Easily export 
data to Excel and create outgoing documents directly in Word

Get a complete picture of your business and make informed 
decision with powerful reporting and custom dashboards

Work from a desktop, laptop, tablet, or phone with one 
experience that is consistent and secure

Automate and secure business processes with 
easy-to-create workflows and audit trails

Be ready for growth with a scalable solution in the cloud 
so it's easy to set up and manage.
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Grow beyond the limits
of your accounting software
Microsoft Dynamics 365 solutions for small to mid-sized 
businesses cover finance, manufacturing, distribution, 
sales, marketing and customer service.

Use them all from within Microsoft Outlook for one 
single, integrated, easy to use business software solution.

Visit: www.tecman.co.uk/Dynamics365
Or to see Microsoft Dynamics 365 in action,
book on to our event at www.tecman.co.uk/events365.

experienced an increase 
in productivity outside 
of the office because of 

cloud technology 

93% 
of SMBs stated they use a 
mobile device to access 

work-related information 
while away from the 

office or their computer 

78% 

of SMBs feel that mobile 
technology has positively 
affected their company’s 

productivity 

84% 

Put the power of Microsoft Dynamics 365 and the 
Microsoft cloud to work for your business

IS YOUR BUSINESS OUTGROWING YOUR 
ACCOUNTING 
SOFTWARE?

Tell-tale signs your business is ready
for a more comprehensive business 

management solution
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